Controls

- Touching the ON/OFF buttons to turn the system on/off.
- To select a source, touch the button labeled AIR MEDIA, PC, TABLE #1, or TABLE #2.
- Touching the +/- buttons will turn the displays volume up/down. Touching the button will mute the display. Volume feedback will show in the volume bar.

Notes:
- If the system is off, the OFF button will be blue. If the system is on, the ON button will be labeled blue. The source button that is currently selected will be blue. If the system is muted, the button will be blue.
- To connect to the Crestron Air Media, first enter in the Air Media’s IP address which will be located in the bottom left corner of the screen. Once the application is installed, enter in the code that is also located in the bottom left corner of the screen.
- To use the room’s camera and ceiling microphone, select the room PC from the panel.